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VisiblEdge™ from Rush Tracking Systems is a lift 
truck tracking solution that automates data capture 
of lift trucks and their loads. 

 
VisiblEdge combines data collection devices, load 
detection sensors, and optical positioning with mar-
ket-leading VisiblEdge software to automatically cap-
ture and track the physical movements of your lift 
truck fleet and the loads they move. VisiblEdge 
transforms load or lift truck movement into discrete 
business events which can be tracked by VisiblEdge 
as a standalone application or integrated into 
backend applications.   

 
VisiblEdge enables unprecedented real time visibility 
to the status and location of your goods and material 
handling assets. The real time granular data support 
improved operational control, improved inventory 
accuracy, enhanced LMS, improved shipping and 
receiving accuracy, improved operator  productivity, 
streamlined material movements, reduce working 
capital and improved return on net assets.  
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VisiblEdge is ideally suited for operations that 
support automated shipping and receiving, re-
turnable container tracking, work-in-progress 
tracking, replenishment operations, finished 
goods tracking and other hands off barcode 
free asset tracking applications. 

Would your operations benefit from: 
 

· Eliminating barcode scans? 

· Error proofed product movements? 

· Reduced or eliminated cycle counting? 

· Streamlined material movement processes? 

· Improved customer satisfaction? 

· Improved inventory and shipping accuracy? 

· Enhanced labor management system (LMS) 
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· A turnkey solution that automatically tracks your lift truck fleet and the loads they move. 

· Eliminates barcode scanning by automatically reading payload and location ID. 

· Combines RFID,  optical data collection & advanced positioning to eliminate barcode scanning. 

· VisiblEdge software developed by Rush Tracking Systems controls and coordinates all components. 

· Works with current lift equipment and can run stand alone or interfaces with existing WMS/ERP. 

· Fits all models of fork or clamp trucks. 
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Each and every time a load is picked up, moved, or put down, VisiblEdge automatically identifies and 
captures: 

· WHAT load was picked up 

· WHERE the load was picked up 

· WHERE the load was placed 

This data is reliably captured without any operator input or barcode scanning.�
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By enabling visibility to asset and material movement, VisiblEdge supports: 

· Error-proofed material movements 

· Improved inventory accuracy 

· Improved labor productivity 

· Streamlined material movement processes 

· Reduced number of lift trucks 

· Improved asset utilization 

· Improved shipping accuracy 

· Improved customer satisfaction 

· Greater control over your operations �
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The three solution components that enable VisiblEdge to track lift truck movements are: 

· Tags:  RFID or optical tags used to identify load ID and location 

· Hardware:  Readers (optical or RFID), antennas, power converter and distribution, cables, and prox-
imity sensor devices to capture load and location information 

· Software:  VisiblEdge software analyzes data to determine location-related material movements 
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VisiblEdge supports several methods to determine lift truck and load location including optical position-
ing, storage rack tags, and/or GPS inputs. VisiblEdge location and runtime data help users optimize lift 
truck fleet operation and management. VisiblEdge supports location-based services such as enhanced 
labor management systems, route optimization, and safety alerts and messaging. 
 

Optical Positioning System 
Optical RTLS provides flexible, accurate and real time location data. Indoor optical positioning offers the 
next generation in advanced tracking for lift trucks. The solution integrates and optical camera with over-
head positioning markers to provide extremely accurate and deterministic location data for both the lift 
truck as well as the assets they move. 
 

Storage Rack Tags 
Storage rack tags are optical or RFID tags 
placed on the crossbar of a storage rack loca-
tion.  As the lift truck pulls into the rack, the tag 
is identified by VisiblEdge, indicating a load is 
being placed into or removed from a storage 
rack location. 

 

GPS 
For outdoor warehouse operations a GPS re-
ceiver can be integrated into VisiblEdge to pro-
vide location data while the truck is operating 
outside.  
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Assets or containers (pallets, totes, bins, etc.) are labeled with optical or RFID tags.  These tags are 
associated with information about the container or asset.  When the lift truck approaches the load, the 
payload tag is automatically read by either the optical cameras or lift trucks based RFID reader. 
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Optical Position Markers (OPMs) 
Optical position markers are mounted to the ceiling in a pre-
engineered configuration based on ceiling height, facility layout, and 
storage methods. The OPMs come in preconfigured strips which 
form a grid pattern on the ceiling and are easily installed.  The 2-D 
retro reflective markers are then read by a ceiling facing truck-
mounted optical position camera. The optical positioning system de-
livers repeatable and deterministic accuracy to within a few inches.  
 

ArmorPak 
The ArmorPak houses the RFID or optical reader, antenna, and 
proximity sensor.  The reader is responsible for collecting the data 
from the payload tags.  The proximity sensor detects when the lift truck is picking up and putting down a 
payload.  
 

PowerPak 
The PowerPak includes the optical positioning camera, GPS sensor, power converter and distribution, 
embedded processor, and communication components.    

Coiled Cord 
The coiled cord assembly supplies power, comm, and I/O between the ArmorPak and the PowerPak. 
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EdgeController 
The EdgeController is responsible for managing the hardware, processing asset and material movement 
events, and updating backend systems.  It also communicates with the VisiblEdge software suite for up-
dates to locations, rules, or firmware. 
 
EdgeViewer 
The EdgeViewer is responsible for receiving and requesting edge layer work instructions from backend 
systems and displaying to the lift truck operator. 
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Q:   Does VisiblEdge require a warehouse management  
system (WMS)? 
A:  VisiblEdge can operate  both as a standalone solution or it 
can be integrated into an existing or planned WMS or ERP to 
increase the value of your existing applications.  
 
Q:  Why does VisiblEdge  use an optical positioning  sys-
tem to determine the position of lift trucks? 
A:  Rush Tracking has tested many different methods for deter-
mining position, including fixed RFID rack tags, RFID tags em-
bedded in the floor, and various ultra wide band RTLS solu-
tions. Test results show that optical positioning provides the 
most cost effective, accurate, and reliable solution available 
today. 
 
Q:  How does VisiblEdge hold up in rugged lift truc k envi-
ronments? 
A:  The VisiblEdge ArmorPak contains the RFID or optical 
readers and other input devices. The ArmorPak  encases these 
components in 1/8” powder coated steel. All solution compo-
nents have been specifically designed and tested to withstand 
30G of shock and vibration, dripping water, high electronic 
noise, and dirty power environments. 
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Rush Tracking Systems offers tracking solu-
tions, software and services that leverage 
world-class systems integration and business 
process analysis to maximize the performance 
and business value of tracking technologies for 
constrained warehouse operations. 

 

Rush Tracking Systems has proven expertise 
working with Fortune 500 companies, and spe-
cializes in the industrial manufacturing, phar-
maceutical, consumer packaged goods / food, 
pulp and paper, and petrochemical industries. 

 

For more information about how VisiblEdge can 
automate your lift truck operations, contact 
Rush Tracking Systems today. 

 

 

(913) 227-0922 

sales@rushtrackingsystems.com 

www.rushtrackingsystems.com 


